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Abstract-: When user login to the web application and he fails to authenticate, many web applications provide secondary
authentication methods, to reset the account password. Hackers or acquaintance easily guessed the answers of secret question.
Also, user cannot remember the answers of secret questions, when he use after long time. In day to day life smart phone gives
us new opportunities to collect the information by apps and sensor that can help to create personalized secret question without
disturbing user’s privacy. In this paper, we represent a Secret Question based Authentication System called “Secret-QA” that
creates bunch of secret questions on basic usage of user. We develop a prototype on android smart phone that can evaluate the
security questions and we asking strangers or participants to guess the answers of secret questions with or without using online
tools. We evaluate the answer by asking their own questions to the strangers or participant. To remind modern people of
something at a specific time and location, Smart Location Reminder is a boon.We, implementing an application for Androidbased Smart phones and tablets which is not only time based but also location based to fulfil our purpose.
Keywords: Sensor fusion, Authentication, Physical security, Unauthorized access , Location based reminder , GPS, Mobile
Application.

I.

INTRODUCTION

SECRET questions (a.k.a password recovery questions) have been widely used by many web applications as the secondary
authentication method for resetting the account password when the primary credential is lost [1]. When creating an online account, a user
may be required to choose a secret question from a pre-determined list provided by the server, and set answers accordingly. The user can
reset his account password by providing the correct answers to the secret questions later. For the ease of setting and memorizing the
answers, most secret questions are blank-fillings (a.k.a. fill-in-the blank, or short-answer questions), and are created based on the long
term knowledge of a user’s personal history that may not change over months/years (e.g., “What’s the model of your first car?”).
However, existing research has revealed that such blank-filling questions created upon the user’s long term history may lead to poor
security and reliability [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The “security” of a secret question depends on the validity of a hidden assumption: A user’s
long-term personal history/information is only known by the user himself. However, this assumption does not hold when a user’s
personal information can be acquired by an acquaintance or by a stranger with access to public user profiles. An acquaintance of a user
can easily infer the answers to the user’s secret questions (e.g., “name of pet”) [4]. Moreover, a stranger can figure out the answers leaked
from public user profiles in online social networks or search engine results (e.g., “the hospital your youngest child was born in”) [7]. The
“reliability” of a secret question is its memorability the required effort or difficulty of memorizing the correct answer. Without a careful
choice of a blank-filling secret question, a user may be declined to log in, because he cannot remember the exact answer that he provided,
or he may misspell the input that requires the perfect literally-matching to the correct answer [8]. The recent prevalence of Smartphone
has provided a rich source of the user’s personal data related to the knowledge of his short-term history, i.e., the data collected by the
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Smartphone sensors and apps. Is it feasible to use the knowledge of one’s short term personal history (typically within one month) for
creating his secret question?
Intuitively, the short-term personal history is less likely to be exposed to a stranger or acquaintance, because the rapid variations
of an event that a person has experienced within a short term will increase the resilience to guess attacks [9], [10]. This implies improved
security for such secret questions.
•
Moreover, research findings in psychology show that one can easily memorize the details of his short-term activity, if this
activity occurs multiple times during a short-term (e.g., calling a friend many times), and/ or this activity heavily involves his time and
effort in a short time period (e.g., running exercise) [11].
In this paper, we present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called “Secret-QA”, taking advantage of the data of
Smartphone.
•

II. RELATED WORK
The blank-filling secret questions are dominant as the mainstream authentication solution, especially in web and email authentication
systems [1], despite the criticism on its security and reliability. Guessing Attacks by Acquaintance and Stranger. The security of secret
questions for authentication was studied by Zviran and Haga in 1990 [2], which indicated that the answers of 33 percent questions can be
guessed by the “significant others” who were mainly participants’ spouses (77 percent) and close friends (17 percent). Another similar
study was conducted by Podd et al, which sensors and apps without violating the user privacy. Meanwhile, we develop a prototype of
Secret- QA, and conduct an experimental user study involving 88 volunteers to evaluate the reliability and security of the set of secret
question created in the system. Specifically,
•
We design a user authentication system with a set of secret questions created based on the data of users’ short-term Smartphone
usage.
•
We evaluated the reliability and security of the three types of secret questions (blank-filling, true/false, and multiple-choice) with
a comprehensive experiment involving 88 participants.
•
The experimental results show that the combination of multiple lightweight true-false and multiple choice questions required
less input effort with the same strength provided by blank-filling questions.
•
We evaluate the usability of the system, and find that the Secret-QA system is easier to use than those existing authentication
system with secret questions based on users’ long-term historic data
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we provide background knowledge in Section 2. In Sections 3, we give an overview of the
system design. We present our approach of creating secret questions in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we evaluate the system
performance over all created secret questions. We conclude the paper in Section 7. revealed a higher rate of successful guessing (39.5
percent) [3]. A recent study showed that even an open question written by the user himself was still vulnerable to the guessing attacks
launched by his acquaintance [4]. On the other hand, strangers can be more sophisticated than ever to launch the guessing attacks, as they
can access the user’s personal history through online social networks (OSN) or other public online tools. Therefore, the statistical
guessing has become an effective way to compromise a few personal “secret” questions [5] (e.g., “Where were you born?”, “What is the
name of your high school?”). Poor Reliability of Secret Questions in Real World. Regarding the reliability, a secret question should be
memory- wise effortless for users [6]. However, today’s mainstream secret question methods fail to meet this requirement. A recent study
revealed that nearly 20 percent users of four famous webmail providers forgot their answers within six months [4]. Moreover, dominant
blank-filling secret questions with case sensitive answers require the perfect literally matching to the set answer, which also contributes to
its poor reliability. Recent Proposals of User Authentication Systems. To reduce the vulnerability to guessing attacks, Babic et al tried
using short-term information such as a user’s dynamic Internet activities for creating his secret questions, namely network activities (e.g.,
browsing history), physical events (e.g., planned meetings, calendar items), and conceptual opinions (e.g., opinions derived from
browsing, emails) [12]. They emphasized that frequently-changing secret questions will be difficult for attackers to guess the answers.
However, this research is based on the data related to a user’s Internet activities, while our work leverages the mobile phone sensor and
app data that can record a user’s physical world activities, for creating secret questions. For better reliability, one may
III. LITERATUER SURWAY
A. Location Based Reminder Android Application Using Google Maps API:
The popular reminders are based on electronic calendar in mobile phones . These reminders are purely time specific i.e. this will give
notification only on at that particular time. Many times it is not confirmed that we will be present at the specific location for the work for
which we have set the reminder. Instead it is beneficial if the notification or alarm triggers when we are actually present near or at that
specific location. T
remind modern people of something at a specific time an location , Smart Location Reminder is a boon . To serve the purpose,
implementing an application for Android-based smart phones and tablets which is not only time based but also location based. The
system uses free, public API service from Google Maps. Timely reminder reduces chances of missing the location of interest & task to be
reminded can be performed on desired time and at desired location .Also Ease of search is achieved by finding nearby places of interest.

B. Secondary Authentication for Websites:
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choose other types of secret questions rather than blank-filling questions to avoid the difficulty in recalling and inputting the perfect
literally matching answer. For example, the login to an online social network requires a user to recognize one of his friends in a photo
[13]. However, it is feasible that a user fails to recognize if he is not familiar to that particular friend chosen by the authentication server.
Such existing proposals serve as a good start of using one’s short-term activities to create secret questions as well as trying other question
types. Since the Smartphone has become one’s most inseparable device of recording his life, this paper presents a user authentication
system Secret-QA to study on how one’s short term history—almost all types of one’s activities sensible to the Smartphone—can benefit
the security and reliability of secret questions. Meanwhile, we evaluate the attack robustness of using a combination of many lightweight
questions (true/false, multiple-choice) instead of using the blank-fillings, in order to strike a balanced tradeoff between security(and/or
reliability) and usability.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The Secret-QA system consists of two major components, namely the user-event extraction scheme and the challenge response protocol,
which is shown in Fig. 1 and will be elaborated next.
C. The User-Event Extraction Scheme
Today’s smart phones are typically equipped with a plethora of sensors and apps which can capture various events related to a user’s
daily activities, e.g., the accelerometer can record the user’s sports/motion status without consuming excessive battery [14]. Selection of
Sensors/Apps. In the user-event extraction scheme, Secret-QA selects a lists of sensors and apps for extracting the user activities,
including: (1) the common sensors equipped on the top-ten best-selling Smartphone’s in 2013, (2) the top-ten downloaded Android apps
in 2013, and (3) the legacy apps (Call, Contact, SMS, etc.), as shown in Table 1. Because these sensors and apps are already built-in for
almost all the smart phones, our approach is naturally suitable for Smartphone users without introducing any extra hardware costs.

FIg 1: System architecture of Secret-QA

Fig. 1. System architecture of Secret-QA, for a typical user scenario of resetting the account password through answering the secret
questions.Secret-QA Client App. Given the designated sensors and apps for building the authentication system, we develop a Secret-QA
client app called “EventLog” to extract the features for question generation. As shown in the block diagram (the step 0 in Fig. 1), the
client app schedules the feature extraction process periodically, and then features will be recorded in the local databases. For example, we
adopt libSVM [15] on Android to detect motion related user events, and we roughly set the minimum duration to 10 minutes for noise
removal (details on how to create questions and algorithms for other types of events extraction will be given in Section 4). Note that our
extraction of user events are most lazily scheduled using Android Listener [16] to save battery; meanwhile, we will pause the scheduling
for some sensors after the screen is locked (e.g., app usage), because no events can happen during screen-lock periods. Secret-QA Server.
A trusted server is used as the auditor, which can also provide the user authentication service even if the phone is not available. As shown
in block diagram of Fig. 1, when authentication is needed, users’ phone can generate questions with local sanitized data and send the
answers/results (e.g., how many questions they answered correctly) to auditors via HTTPS channels.
A Three-Phase Challenge Response Protocol
As shown in Fig. 1 (from step 1 – 5), a service provider needs to authenticate the user’s identity (typically for resetting the account
password) through our trusted server. The service prescribes three phases for authentication.
•
Issue: the user issues an authentication request to the service provider (e.g., an OSN website, the step 1 in Fig. 1), then the OSN
website asks our trusted server for one or more encrypted secret questions and its answers; the questions are finally transferred to the user
displaying on the smart phones (the step 2 – 3 in Fig. 1). The information at this phase must be sent over a secure channel [17] against the
malicious eavesdroppers.
•
Challenge: the user provides answers to the challenge questions according to his/her short term memory, then sends it back to
the OSN website (the step 4 in Fig. 1).
•
Authentication: the authentication is successful if the user’s response conforms to the correct answers; otherwise, a potential
attack is detected. If the times of authentication failure exceeds the threshold, our trusted server would deny to provide service for this
particular user, as the in the last step in Fig. 1.
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Note that the interactions with server are also necessary to improve the resilience to some obvious attack vectors in local operation mode.
For instance, if a user’s mobile phone is stolen/lost (or the user has been followed by a stranger for days), the user can disable Even Log
functionality (or remote lock/swipe out the phone) to eliminate the danger of potential adversary who records the users’ recent activities
with the help of server.

FIGURE 2: Architecture Diagram of the System

3.3 Threat Models
Former studies including [2], [3], [4] focused on attacks launched by users’ significant others or acquaintances, but they ignored
malicious guessing attacks from strangers. Moreover, sophisticated attackers could take advantage of online tools to increase their guess
rate [5]. Thus, we consider threat models of the two above crossed factors (acquaintance versus stranger; with versus without online tools
or external help): (1) acquaintance attacks using online tools, (2) acquaintance attacks without external help, (3) stranger attacks using
online tools, (4) stranger attacks without external help.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called “Secret-QA”, and conduct a user study to
understand how much the personal data collected by Smartphone sensors and apps can help improve the security of secret questions
without violating the users’ privacy. We create a set of questions based on the data related to sensors and apps, which reflect the users’
short-term activities and Smartphone usage. We measure the reliability of these questions by asking participants to answer these question,
as well as launching the acquaintance/stranger guessing attacks with and without help of online tools, and we are considering establishing
a probabilistic model based on a large scale of user data to characterize the security of the secret questions. In our experiment, the secret
question related to motion sensors, calendar, app installment, and part of legacy apps (call) have the best performance in terms of
memorability and the attack resilience, which outperform the conventional secret-question based approaches that are created based on a
user’s long-term history/information.
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